In this paper we bound the infimum of the ratio of adaptive to nonadaptive information for linear problems in Banach spaces. This result resolves the conjecture on adaption, showing that adaption can help for linear problems. Letting (Y denote the above infimum, and or the same infimum over all linear problems with Hilbert space range, we show that ) 5 a 5 V%%% and V'?/2 I a2 5 e. Analogous results are presented for classes of problems with Lp and finite-dimensional range spaces. Additionally it is shown that continuous information can yield smaller error (radius of information) than linear information in a Banach space setting. This resolves an open question of B. Kacewicz and G. W. Wasilkowski, who showed that this cannot occur in Hilbert space settings. 8 1989 Academic PWSS.
INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS
In this paper we establish bounds on the ratio of radii of adaptive to nonadaptive information for approximation of linear operators in Banach space. A question we consider in several contexts is, Can adaption help to reduce the radius of information, and if so, by how much? Our bounds imply that for a class of linear problems with ranges in Hibert and Lp spaces, adaption can help. This provides a resolution of the so-called adaption problem for linear operators (see, e.g., Packel and Woiniakowski, 1987 , Open Problem 1). We provide some universal lower and upper bounds for the reduction in radius of information afforded by adaption. We also specialize the bounds to problems with restricted classes of range spaces. In particular there is a nonempty real interval Z about 2 for whichp E Z implies that there exist Lf spaces which are ranges of solution operators for which adaption strictly reduces the radius of information (Corollary 7). It would be nice to prove that Z can in fact be extended to the full interval (1, m), but this is not done here.
Given our result that adaptive information operators can yield smaller error than linear ones, it is natural to consider the analogous question for continuous information operators (see Kacewicz and Wasilkowski, 1986) . Here again we show that continuous information in general yields a smaller radius of information than linear information in Banach space, in spite of the fact that this is not so in Hilbert space.
The question of whether and to what extent adaption helps to reduce the radius of information has been studied in various contexts for a number of years. The problem is, essentially, To what extent does use of sequential information help in the computation of infinite-dimensional problems, in the sense of reducing the worst case error (i.e., radius of information)? The interest of this problem has to do with its implications for the amount of error introduced in exchange for the time savings afforded by parallelism. Specifically, this problem addresses the question of whether parallel processing of information used in solving linear problems increases the radius of information (uncertainty). The answer is that although the radius cannot be increased by more than a factor of 2 (by known results) it can be increased by a factor 1 /(Y > 1, whose infimum is bounded here.
That the error involves nothing worse than a factor of 2 was shown by Gal and Micchelli (1980) and independently by Traub and Woiniakowski (1980) . This in itself implied that parallelism is useful and warranted in most cases. This would certainly hold for any problem in which the radius of information decreases rapidly with cardinality of information, or in which information is easy to get and the cost of computation does not increase much with this cardinality. Thus the problems for which it is unclear whether parallelism (nonadaption) is worthwhile are those in which the error is increased by a factor "significantly" greater than 1 (though still of course smaller than 2) by use of nonadaptive information, and for which recovery from such increased error through more information (i.e., higher cardinality) is impractical. The above-mentioned result stated that the diameter of information is not increased by nonadaptive algorithms, which by standard relations of the diameter to the radius of a set imply the above lower bound on ratio of the radius of adaptive to nonadaptive information. Kiefer (1957) showed that adaption does not help for integration problems on certain function spaces. That adaption does not help for linear functionals was proved by Bakhvalov (1971) . Though this has been shown to be false since then for nonlinear problems (see, for example, Kiefer (1953) , Traub and Woiniakowski (1980) , among others), it was shown by Sukharev (1971) and Zaliznyak and Ligun (1978) that the ratio of adaptive to nonadaptive information is 1 for a class of problems involving finding of maximum points of functions.
We now state our main results (more detailed definitions are provided in the next section). Let F and G be Banach spaces, and S: F + G be a bounded linear solution operator. Theorems 2 and 3 below are known (though we do not know a reference where Theorem 2 is stated in our form with Jung's constant), and included for completeness. Proofs are given in Section 4.
Define N to be the set of all nonadaptive information operators N: G + Y and X* be the set of adaptive ones, where Y = R" and n is the fixed number of cardinality of information. We define the ratio
with the convention that O/O = 1. We define the infimum over all S and n: ff = inf a(S, n).
(1) S,n If (Y = 1 then adaption does not help, and if (Y < 1 then adaption can help to reduce the radius of information, by a factor (Y.
Our main result is the following: THEOREM 1. The bounds f 5 a 5 V%%% hold.
An immediate corollary is that for linear problems the ratio of radii of adaptive to nonadaptive information can be smaller than 1, i.e., that adaption helps in some cases. This provides a resolution of the so-called adaption problem in information-based complexity theory (see Packel and Woiniakowski, 1987, p. 17) . With 3 denoting range, define aG-iqf ,,'s& 0&S, n) (2) to be the infimum in (1) restricted to solution operators S whose range is in the normed space G. A known lower bound for CY~ can be given by means of the so-called Jung constant c(G), defined by This result follows from the above-mentioned result on ratios of adaptive to nonadaptive diameters. Let op" = (Yc for G an m-dimensional LFspace, and let cxP = info+ (Yc denote the infimum of (Yc over all O-spaces. The following theorem is a consequence of Theorem 2 and known results on the Jung constant; see Holmes (1972) and Amir (1985) . (iii) ffo = 1 if G is isometrically isomorphic to some C(K), where K is a extremally disconnected compact space.
Let cP be the infimum in (l), this time over all solution operators with range Rm (with any norm). In the main part of this paper we deal only with four-dimensional spaces. Therefore it is interesting how to get estimates for higher dimensions. Here we prove the following result. In particular, adaption can help for the class of solution operators with range in Lp spaces of dimension greater than three if 4-11t2-1ipl B V%%%, i.e.,p E [1.82, 2.231.
We emphasize that the above condition (which follows from Theorems 1,5, and 6) is sufficient for adaption to help, but not in general necessary.
Conjecture.
We expect (but cannot prove) that adaption can help for the class of solution operators with range in any given LP space ( 1 < p < m) of dimension greater than three. By Theorem 2 the conjecture is false for p = m, and the case p = 1 may require altogether different techniques.
We remark also that one might ultimately be interested in more precise values of the infima (Y and cz2. The present estimates are obtained essentially from problems with four-dimensional range. More accurate estimates should be obtained from explicit calculations for higher-dimensional range spaces and higher-rank information operators. To this end, the notation and definitions in this paper are in several places more general than strictly necessary, in order that they apply to such more general situations.
A critical aspect of the proofs here is the determination of a nonadaptive information operator of minimal radius. For most problem spaces, there is insufficient control to do this accurately. Such control is provided here (in the proof of Theorem 1) through "stretching" the set of admissible problems by a large factor C, and in this limit calculating asymptotic ratios of adaptive to nonadaptive information.
NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS
The following definitions and notation are given in more detail in Packel and Wotniakowski (1987) or Traub and Woiniakowski (1980) . Let F, G be real Banach spaces, and let S: F + G be a bounded linear operator. The idealized computation which we consider here is the evaluation of S at f~ F. We assume that fis taken from the unit ball B of F. Let Y be a real linear vector space of dimension IZ, and N: F ---, Y, denote a continuous linear information operator. The image under this operator of an elementfE F represents the (finite amount of) information which we have aboutf. N can be decomposed into its component linear functionals, N = WI, L2, L3, * -* , L,); here the components represent the elementary available pieces of information about f, which itself must generically be represented with infinite information.
Let the algorithm 4: Y + G be an arbitrary map so that 4 0 N is an approximation to S.
For a set A in a Banach space G, we define its radius to be An x E G at which the infimum is attained is called a center of A. In general Banach spaces a center does not always exist and is not unique, though it exists and is unique in Hilbert space (see Garkavi, 1964) for a bounded A. The diameter D(A) of A is the supremum of the distances between all pairs of points in A.
The radius of information of N,
is the maximum possible error in the computation of Sf, given only the information Nf = y and a "best possible" central algorithm, which maps y to the center of the uncertainty set S(N-r(y) fl B). The local radius of information is defined to be
We also consider a nonlinear operator N*: G + Y, given by N*(y) = WY), G(Y), -* * 7 L:(y)). Here, LT functionals which are linear inf, but with a,general dependence on the values of previous functionals L1 , . . . ) Li-1. Specifically, we can write L;(f) = Lt(f, yl), with dependence on f still linear, but with arbitrary dependence on yI = Lf(f) allowed. For the subsequent functionals, we allow the dependence L:(f) = L*(f~ Yi-I 9 Yi-2 5 . . . 7 yl), where yi = L;(f). Thus LF is linear infbut depends arbitrarily on yl, . . . , yi-1.
The operator N* represents information which cannot be calculated simultaneously (or in parallel), since L:(f) cannot be calculated until Jzlf) * * * LEl(f) have been. Thus this way of getting information is called adaptive, and N* is designated an adaptive information operator while N is nonadaptive.
Given these definitions, let the constant (Y be defined as in (1). This number contains information on the potential benefit of implementation of parallel computations N to create a good algorithm r#~ 0 N for approximating S, and the factor by which such a parallel implementation increases the radius of information (i.e., uncertainty of the approximation).
If the radius is sometimes increased significantly (i.e., I/a is large), then, depending on how difficult information is to obtain (i.e., the complexity of computing N), it may be better to compute using sequential information N *, in order to obtain more accuracy.
SOMEGEOMETRICALRESULTS
The results here are required for our proof, and are included also for their intrinsic interest. Geometrically, the operator U, stretches the set A by a factor [lull, in the direction of a. However, U, increases the norm of d -c, and so increases the radius of A. This provides the desired contradiction to the assumption that U, does not increase the radius of A. n We omit the proof of the following theorem, which is useful in the proof of Lemma 1. where PJ denotes the orthogonal projection onto J. Thus, CJA is the cylinder set orthogonal to J whose intersection with J is A fl J.
PROOFS
We first note that Theorem 4, in which the dimension of the problem space F is 3 or less, follows easily from the fact that for information of cardinality 1, adaptive and nonadaptive information are identical, while for information of cardinality greater than 1, the kernel of the information operator has dimension 1 or less. A set in one dimension, of course, always has a radius which is half its diameter, and so the result follows from the fact that if diameter were used instead of radius, the infimum of (Y" would be 1.
The lower bounds in Theorems 1-3 follow from the above-mentioned result (see Gal and Micchelli, 1980; Traub and Woiniakowski, 1980) , to the effect that the diameter of information is not decreased by adaption, together with the fact that the ratio of radius to diameter is bounded from above by c(G). (see Garkavi, 1964) and hence
We conclude that c(G) L c(G). Now let S: F-+ G be a linear problem and n E N. Then we also have St: F + G with the same operator St = S. We show that 4S, n) = al, n), which proves our statement. Let IV: F ---, R" be some (adaptive or non-adaptive) information operator. Then the radius MN) of N with respect to the problem S: F + G is given by and an analogous formula holds for R&N). It follows that R&N) = RG@').
In particular, we have e$ L (Y;+' L $, because the projections P: I;+' + 1;, P((x,, * . . , Xm+I)) = (XI, f . . Let S: F --, R" be a given solution operator and let N: F * Rn also be given. We denote by R,(N) the radius of the information N with respect to the norm of 1:. It follows that R,(N) L R,(N) 2 rnl'o-"p * R, (N) and the stated estimates on cup" follow easily. n Now it remains only to prove the upper bound of Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. This result follows if we can construct a linear problem S for which the ratio of radii of adaptive to nonadaptive information is smaller than w.
We do this for a four-dimensional problem space F.
We define the norm on F = R4 by defining its unit ball. Let B C R3 be the convex hull of the six points {-I-(1, 0, 0), +(O, 1, O), -+(O, 0, 1)). Let ril be a unit vector in the direction (1, 1, I), and 2, denote the coordinate in .
Thus, the projection of B onto R3 C F is B, and its extent in the x4 direction has length L(x). It is easily verified that B is convex and balanced . Let rii and 3, be as above, under the identification of R3 with the first three coordinates in F. Recalling Definition 1, we define, for & > 0, so that Be is the set B, expanded by a factor e in the fii direction. Let Fe denote F, endowed with the norm whose unit ball is Be. Let G = R4 with its usual Hilbert norm, and S: Fe + G be the identity operator (though we note that the domain and range have different norms).
Let Nz denote the class of (nonadaptive) linear information operators Ne: Fe --, Y = R* of rank 2, with minimal radius of information. That is, if Ne E N2, then
where the indicated infimum is taken over the set X of all linear information operators of order 2. By compactness arguments ,hr, is nonempty, since F is finite dimensional.
DEFINITION 3. For K a subspace of Fe, let PK denote the orthogonal projection (in the Euclidean norm of Fe) onto K.
We omit the geometrical proof of the following lemma. LEMMA 1. As C + w, the in$mum on the radius of information R(N) is attained by information operators Ne whose kernels Ke are almost orthogonal to fi, , Precisely, where F* denotes the dual of F, and L,(x) = X%il . x and RI denotes radius of information with respect to the unit ball BI = B of the space FI (with the length parameter t? = 1).
Henceforth, let L1 be as in (4). According to the normalization of L, , the set B = Be for e = 1 has an extent in the riI direction defined by -1 I L,(f) 5 1. Let Sk) = L;'(k) n B be a cross section of B orthogonal to ril, at a distance k/V'? from 0. Thus, B@) is nonempty only for k in the range -1 zs k 5 1. Geometry shows that B(@ is a three-dimensional equiangular hexagonal prism. For k = 0, the base of the prism B(O) is a regular hexagon with sides of length l/-\/z. For 0 < k < 1, the hexagon has a threefold rotational symmetry, with three sides of length (1 -k)( l/X6) + kV!& and three of length (1 -k)(l/V?). For k = 1, the hexagon degenerates to a triangle with three sides of length fi. The height of the prism depends on k as
For L2 E F*, let
denote the radius of information of L2 with respect to the identity operator on the set Bck). For each k, we wish to find L2 = L2,k which minimizes R"(L2). Henceforth all coordinates will be calculated in the hatted (9) coordinate system. For 0 5 k I 1, let Tck) = {f E Bck) :f4 = 4 [(l -k) fl+ k@]} denote the top of the prism B@); let Uck) be the base (see Fig. 1 ).
First note that if there exists f E B" such that f + ker L2 does not intersect Tck) or U" (i.e., it intersects B ck), but not its top or bottom), then R"(L2) 2 R(k)(L$4'). (7) This follows by Proposition 8, since the radius of such an intersection is minimized when the affine subspacef + ker L2 is orthogonal to the axis of the cylinder B(@, i.e., when L2 = LPI.
Next we consider the negation of the above assumption about the intersection off+ ker L2 with T" and U ck). We require the following geometrical lemma, presented without proof.
LEMMA 2. Let TCk) be as above, and let u be a vector parallel to the plane of T". Let a be the altitude (i.e., distance between parallel sides) of T", and 6 > 0. Then if e,, e2 denote lines in the plane of Tck), where d denotes distance and I( means parallel, with (1, (2 (1 v meaning that both 4, and t2 are parallel to v.
With this we will now prove that if for all f E Sk), f + ker L2 fl T" # 0 or f + ker L2 fl Uck) # 0, then
Under this assumption (8), we can find an f E B" such that f + ker L2
intersects Tck) and Vk). Let e, and & denote the intersections off + ker L2 with T" and U", respectively. Since T" and U" are from the same prism, we canonically identify e2 C Uck) with a line segment 4; in Tck).
Note that the distance 6 between er and ei is independent off. Thus, according to Lemma 2, f can be chosen so that the maximum distance s between a point in e, and a point in 4; exceeds a = 4, which is the altitude of the hexagon T". Hence the squared diameter of (f + ker L2) f~ B" is at least s2 + h2(k) 2 j + h2(k). The squared radius thus satisfies (lvy (L*) 2 f (h*(k) + 8).
Note that since ker L$*' is parallel to the altitude of the prism B(", R [(ker L$*' + f) f~ T@)] is maximized whenfis the center of P, and the maximal radius is
Combining (9) and (10) gives (8). When (7) and (8) are combined, inf R(@(L2) = min Rck)(Lt').
LlEF* i=2,4
We calculate, using (lo),
WW:*')l* = + (h*(k) + ;) = ; [ ((1 -,q 4 + k $)' + ;]
To calculate R"(Li4') = sup R ((Li4')-'(y) n Sk'), YER note that the set (I$')-r(y) n I?@), if nonempty, consists of a cross section of the prism IP) parallel to its top P, and congruent to it. The radius of this hexagon (see text above (5)) is given by [R'@ (Li4')]* = &k* + 1.
From the above, we have, for iV(') = (Lr , I$'), i = 2, 4,
i.e., the functions in (12) and (13) both have a maximum of fi. We now consider the infimum (see (4)) infLIEFI supOS~Sl R"(L2). By 
for all L2 E F*, we consider three cases. First, if L2 is such that for each k, 0 5 k I 1, there existsf E B@) such thatf+ ker L2 does not intersect Tck) or Uk), then by the above arguments (and Proposition 8 again), for each k, R@)(LZ) 2 R(k)(L$4'), so that sup R@)(L2) z sup R@)(Li4') = V$.
OSkSl 05kSl
Second, if for each 0 5 k 5 1 and eachfE Bck),f+ ker L2 intersects T" or UC", then for each k, by the arguments leading to (9), and again we have sup&ksl RCk)(Lf') L VT.
One case remains, that where for some k, there existsfE B" for which f+ ker L2 does not intersect Tck) or Uk), and for other k, there is no suchf. By continuity, in this case, there exists a k, 0 % k I 1, and f E Bck) for whichf + ker L2 intersects both Tck) and Uck), but only on the boundaries of Tck) and Uk). Consider such a k andf. In this case, we obtain a lower bound on R((f+ ker L2) fl Bck) by considering the diameter of this set. Let e, and +Z2 denote the intersections off + ker L2 n Bck) with the planes of Tck) and Uk), respectively. Let ei denote the line in Tck) which corresponds to e2 in I?), under the canonical identification of the top and base of the prism Bck). Thus, 4; and e2 differ only in their i4 coordinates. It is easy to see that e, and 4Y2 are tangent at opposite vertices of U". The distance of two such vertices is V'? (independent of k). Since the distance between TCk) and IV is always at least V$, the diameter of the intersection (f + ker L,) rl Bck) is at least (fi 2 + V'$ 2)"2. Hence the radius of this set is at least V% n We now have: LEMMA 4. Zf R$ denotes the nonadaptive radius for information of cardinality 2, then Proof. Lemma 1 gives that &We) +e+ infLzEF* R&i, Lz). Lemma 3 completes the proof. n It remains to calculate a bound for the adaptive radius of the same problem. Let k*, 0 5 k* 5 1, be defined by Numerically, k* is obtained from (12) and (13) 
LEMMA 5.
The radius of optimal adaptive information Ri for the problem S = I: Fe --, G is bounded above by V%%%i.
Proof.
Choose the adaptive information operator The above question of whether adaptive information can help reduce error is related to the same question for continuous information. It is initially surprising that no simple proof has shown that continuous information is more powerful in general than linear information. Indeed, Kacewicz and Wasilkowski (1986) considered linear problems S: F + G, where F and G are Hilbert spaces, and proved that (in the worst case setting) arbitrary continuous information N: F + R" is no better (i.e., has no smaller radius of information) than linear information N: F -R".
An open problem posed in that paper was whether the same is true in the general Banach case. Below, we show that this is false for general Banach spaces. Precisely, we construct a four-dimensional Banach space (using a construction similar to that above) showing that (for n = 2) certain continuous information operators can improve on all linear information operators. Since the Euclidean geometry required for the proof is intricate but not illuminating, we provide only the construction and a sketch of the proof. A more sophisticated construction with the same end can be found in MathC (1988) , where the embedding S = Id: 1; -+ 12 is studied for 1 < p < 2 and large m.
We construct our map and information operator as follows: Let G = R4 with Euclidean norm. Let T be a regular simplex (tetrahedron) in R3 and let M = {(xi, x2, x3, x4) : (xi, x2, x3) E T and x4 = c}, where c > 0 is sufficiently large. We define the norm on F = R4 by the unit ball
where conv means convex hull. Then for the solution operator S = Id: F + G there exists continuous information N: F + R2 which is better (has smaller radius of information) than any linear information N: F + R2.
To sketch a proof for this example, we make some observations which can be verified geometrically.
First, given a regular simplex Tin R3 with Euclidean norm, there exists a nonlinear continuous map NC: R3 + R for which the radius of information R3(N,) = sup R(N,](y) n T) YER is smaller than the corresponding radius of information R3(N) for any linear map N: R3 ---, R. The proof of this fact depends on a three-dimensional geometric construction of a foliation of T with two-dimensional leaves (each representing a set of the form N,'(y) fl T for y in R) whose maximum radius is smaller than that of any linear foliation (i.e., foliation with leaves consisting of intersections of T with parallel planes).
This itself would be sufficient to provide an example in R3 in which continuous information yields a smaller information radius than linear information, were it not for the fact that T cannot be the unit ball for any norm, given that it is not balanced. To provide a balanced set with essentially the same property as T, we construct the above set B, which is the convex hull of two oppositely oriented parallel 3-simplices M and -M in four dimensions. The distance 2c between the simplices is made large, so that the rank 2 linear information operator N = N, on R4 with smallest R(N) (= sup,,@ R(N-l(y) fl B)) has a kernel which is asymptotically (as c --3 03) orthogonal to the x4 axis. In this way, we are assured that the leaves {N;'(y) n B : y E R2} are essentially parallel to the simplex M. Since the kernel of N, is essentially parallel to M, it will suffice asymptotically to consider only the class NM of information operators N: R4 * R2 (linear or continuous) for which the sets N-'(y) are parallel to M.
Henceforth, we consider only such operators. For an operator N E SITM, let x4(N-'(y) n B) denote the x4 coordinate of the leaf N-'(y) n B.
For x4 fixed, let B,., = B rl {x E R4 : x4 = c,} denote the set of points in B with xl-coordinate cl. Then for a continuous operator N E J\rM (linear or nonlinear), R(N) = SUP RWIB,,),
- ('5(',5< where N I,.,,., denotes N restricted to the set B,., . In addition simple geometric arguments show that for any linear N E NM, R(Nj,,) attains equal maxima at cl = +c. Furthermore, if NL is the linear operator N E Xu with least radius R(N), these maxima are strict, i.e., RWd = RWLIBJ iff cl = c.
We need to show that there is a (nonlinear) continuous information operator NC E XM, for which R(N&,,) < RWd; for this we need only the above three-dimensional result since B,, = tM are regular 3-simplices. We then need to prove that NC can also be chosen so that for -c < cl < c. This can be accomplished by choosing NC to essentially coincide with NL away from B,,.
